Book 8: “I Can”
Curriculum Extension Activities
1. Have the children play a guessing game. The leader
does an animal movement, and the other children
guess the animal.
2. Brainstorm other similar rhyming sentences as in the
book and write them on the board. For example, “Can
a worm squirm?” Next, have each child illustrate one
of the sentences.
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3. Have the children create their own, “I Can” book by
folding a paper into fourths. On the outside page, the
children write the title and their name. On the two
inside pages and the back page, they write and illustrate their original idea, using the pattern of language
found in the book.
4. Have the children name their favorite animal. Write
the names on the board and have the children cast
votes for the five animals they like best. Create a bar
graph with the results.
5. Have students bring short “e” and short “u” words from
home. Label each item and display on table.

Decodable Reader #8
Short “e” words: red, Fred
Short “u” words: tug, bug , snug, hug
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I Can!
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Can Fat Cat bat?
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Can Zig Pig jig?
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Can Snug Bug hug?
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Can Sid Kid dig?
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Can Mox Ox hop?
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Can Red Fred tug?
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Can Ann Ant fan?
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